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Marcella Rahayu, 1 and EmUIa NiDIk Aydawati2 
AbstrlJCt,' Many translation books have undergone the process 0/ 
translation, but some o/them contain problems o/translatlon, which 
may lead to the spread o/inaccurate in/ormation. The problema may 
occur because the translation works contain distortion in it. The Idnds 
0/ distortion itsel/ vary in types. There/ore, In this study the writer 
explores the translation o/Covey's Seven Habits/or Highly Effective 
7Bena toflndwhat Idnds o/distortlons, which the bookhos. The writer 
tries to classifY the weak points In the translation version. The result 
o/this analysis shows that there Q1'8 six types 0/ distortions found in 
translation version. They Q1'8 the distortion 0/ idiom, paraphrase, 
diction, under translation, over translation and mistranslation. 
Keywords,' translation, distortion o/idlom, paraphrase, diction 
INTRODUCTION 
Books have become an important source in people's life, that is, as the 
source of knowledge, inspiration, wisdom, guidance, etc. One that becomes 
the writer's attention is self-help book. Some of self-help books have 
become best sellers in Indonesia such as Cash Flow Quadrant by R. 
Tiyosaki, Chicken Soup, and The Seven Habits of a Highly Effective Teens. 
One of the success factors for those imported books is that it is translated 
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translator needs an editor or a proof reader before it is published massively. 
This is aimed to prevent from publishing translated works which contain 
distortions that can lead readers to misunderstand some of the messages or 
decreasing the value of the text or books. 
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